June 2018 Saga of our New American family—Divine, Augustin, Chance, Penina, Honorine, Rebecca and Angie
With the generous donation of a whole bunch of parishioners in three days we collected enough bathing suits and
towels for all the Worcester New American children who will be going to day camp for four weeks in July! With part of a
generous cash donation we received for Camp Readiness, Terry Symula bought 25 lunch boxes and ice packs so that our
kids do not have to be treated differently from the rest of the kids. Rather than grabbing their lunch from a big garbage
bag, they will each have a lunch box. The teacher will pack them and they’ll get off the bus with them and won’t stand
out as being different! Our three oldest kids—Chance, Penina and Honorine will be going to that camp. We will see how
we might best use the remainder of that gift.
We thought you might enjoy an update on the kids. Early in June Terry took Augustin, Devine, Rebecca and Angie to
meet the older kids’ teachers at Clark Street. This was the first time the parents have been to Clark school, and they
were surprised about how far it was from their home. The children have an hour bus ride each way. There was a
graduation celebration on another day and the kids all sang This Land is Your Land, This Land is My Land, and a song that
celebrated their homelands as well as their new homes. We have a video and it makes tears pop. THIS is what America is
supposed to be about and is at our core. We need to remember that unless we are of full-blood Native Americans we
are all the descendants of immigrants and refugees.
On the recommendation of their teachers next school year Chance will attend Claremont Academy which is a Charter
middle high school within walking distance of her home. The other three (including Rebecca who will be in kindergarten
all day) will attend Chandler Elementary which is .7 miles from their home, and thus there is no bus available for them.
The parents were concerned that they are responsible for walking them to school (because of Divine’s difficulty walking
and Augustin’s possible employment) but Terry and the teachers persuaded them that this is the best option for the
girls. Terry attended a home visit with Headstart. The good news is that the parents are going to let Angie go next year!
Up until that school meeting they thought she was too small to go to school. Angie is talking up a storm now but needs
more stimulation and exposure to English.
More good news. Augustin is preparing to go to work at TJ Max near Worcester airport. He'll be working the 2nd shift.
His is concerned that Divine will be at home without a phone in case of an emergency and so we are looking into an
inexpensive phone she can use (and keep away from the kids who want to play games on all our phones).
Mary Skorczeski took Divine to her primary care physician and also to the Hanger Clinic to have her brace adjusted so
that she can use it with her new shoes. The more she wears her brace the stronger she gets as it moves her foot into a
normal position, helping her knee and hip to be better aligned. Sharon Shepela took her for her final physical therapy
appointment where Divine was told that they had taught her all the exercises she needs to work on and that she is set to
get much stronger and more able to do for herself and to help take care of the house and the kids. We got a list of her
exercises and Sharon and Mary will work with her. Jane Venditti and Sharon had an ESL session with Divine and worked
with simple introductory phrases and the names for parts of her foot (for the brace clinic).Lots of laughter. After that
Sharon worked with her on her exercises while Jane worked with Angie on matching pictures and names in English.
These will be our tasks for the near future.
Frank Lazgin purchased a new DVD player for the family to replace the donated one we had that failed. They now can
watch the donated Finding Nemo and other good DVDs. He figured out how to use all the remotes and contacted the
cable company to come and fix a problem with their connection so that the family has a lot of English language
programming available to them.
Remember that there is always something YOU can do on behalf of all refugees and asylum-seekers. Contact our
senators and Niki Tsongas and encourage them to fight for a clean DACA bill. Check the Facebook Fundraising page for
legal assistance for children separated from their parents and for undocumented minors for whom no legal
representation is provided by the government. Our laws allow all those seeking asylum to be admitted to the country
and released while they await a judgment on their asylum requests—they are NOT entering the illegally. Resist!

